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Tovi Khali to release her sophomore project, “French Quarter Style” October 27, 2017! 

Chicago, IL. October 22, 2017.  STOVIINK Music Group is proud to announce the release of 
“French Quarter Style” from singer, songwriter, and poet, Tovi Khali!  This anticipated release is 
Tovi Khali’s sophomore project and love letter to New Orleans. This 8 song LP features 
production from Chicago Producer and Music Director Bill “Plu” Hamon accompanied by some 
of Chicago’s most influential musicians including Richard Gibbs on auxiliary keys and organs, Sam 
Fullerton on saxophone, JohnDavid Provitt on trumpet, Matthew Davis on sousaphone and 
trombone, Brant Griffin also on saxophone, Phil Seed on guitar, and John Sherrell on bass. French 
Quarter Style is a creatively established concept which showcases guest artists such as Storie 
Devereaux and Kai Love providing additional vocals.  All of the right ingredients coupled with 
Tovi Khali’s gritty vocals, honest lyrics and spoken word, make French Quarter Style a unique and 
delightful approach to the New Orleans Brass sound.

Tovi Khali began her professional career when she migrated from New Orleans to Los Angeles in 
summer of 2000.  Upon arrival, she received her artist development / vocal training from Spruill 
House of Music under the direction of celebrity vocal trainer Stephanie Spruill.  Shortly after her 
training, Tovi was contracted as a background vocalist for Titus Fatso’s “Rhythm of Life” sponsored 
by the Debbie Allen Dance academy. In 2003, Tovi co-wrote and produced her first solo project 
and received praise from Chaka Khan.  For a brief stint Tovi returned to New Orleans and worked 
at the Old Opera House as a full-time emcee and featured as a guest vocalist for Duane Dopsie 
and his Zydeco band, and as a performer for the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival and the 
French Quarter Festival in 2005. Tovi also hosted the R&B showcase at the Music Business 
Conference.  After Hurricane Katrina, Tovi was displaced in Chicago, IL where she became a 
permanent transplant a blossomed.  Appearing as a featured act for the Taste of Chicago, and 
South Shore Music Festival, Tovi Khali leads her own brass band “Pot Liquor” and featured at 
some of Chicago’s notable music venues and opened for Rebirth Brass Band, and Kermit Ruffins.  
This self-proclaimed love child of Grace Jones and Isaac Hayes brings forth and eccentric, bluesy, 
brassy, and soulful sound. 

On August 23, 2017 at the Promontory in Chicago, IL Tovi Khali had a private listening event 
which was opened to the public. Antwan McHenry, music blogger and writer for 
Openyonated.com said, “French Quarter Style” is one of those albums that you can place into the 
timeless category. Her style is not a cookie cutter production, it’s unique and stands out.  The use 
of instruments on her project give it an energy that is missing in the current musical climate. Her 
voice is relaxing and can make you jump out of your seat at the same time. More praise came from 
singer, songwriter, and poet Storie Devereaux. “Tovi Khali is probably one of the most gifted and 
unorthodox vocalists I’ve heard in such a long time.  Every time there’s some fl y event whether a 
jazz club, or a hole in the wall, no matter the size of the room, you can always expect Tovi to give 
you all or nothing.  Collaborating with her not only expanded my musical palette but challenged 
me to write from the soul of the Artist for the Artist.  Tovi and I were able to achieve that.”  
Problems, the first single from French Quarter Style will be released September 

Listen to Tovi Khali’s project French Quarter Style and expect a second line down Bourbon street 
accompanied by a brass band, a gritty vocalist, heartfelt lyrics and laissez lez bon temps rouler.  

For information, please contact Megan N. Warren at 312.813.7325
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